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Paris. What other city has the same sense of romance, history and charm? And with MapEasy, you

will feel like a native exploring your own hometown. Join us as we share some of our favorites of

Paris with you. Whatever it is that interests you, we will help you locate it. Whether you are looking

for the perfect walking tour along the Seine, that specific French boutique, or a quiet restaurant with

a view of the Eiffel Tower, we will guide you there. And when planning your trip, MapEasy will let

you choose the perfect neighborhood and hotel in which to stay. With stunning drawings of the

major buildings in Paris, this Guidemap is a work-of-art and a wonderful keepsake as well. The

Paris Guidemap includes detailed sections for Montmartre and Out-of-Town.
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Paris. What other city has the same sense of romance, history and charm? And with MapEasy, you

will feel like a native exploring your own hometown. Join us as we share some of our favorites of

Paris with you. Whatever it is that interests you, we will help you locate it. Whether you are looking

for the perfect walking tour along the Seine, that specific French boutique, or a quiet restaurant with

a view of the Eiffel Tower, we will guide you there. And when planning your trip, MapEasy will let

you choose the perfect neighborhood and hotel in which to stay. With stunning drawings of the

major buildings in Paris, this Guidemap is a work-of-art and a wonderful keepsake as well. The

Paris Guidemap includes detailed sections for Montmartre and Out-of-Town.

MapEasy's city maps are a must have for our family vacations. The map material itself is made from

tear resistant, water resistant material, that folds up really well every time. They get a lot of use in



and out of a backpack and they still look almost like new when the vacation is over. They are in full

color and double sided. The approach to their maps is excellent - it's like a great combination of city

map and tour guide in one. They don't try to show you everything in a particular city, but rather they

emphasize the things you are going to want to see as you travel around. The hand drawn

illustrations on the maps are very good, along with historical notes and related information, and

make it easy to get a 'feel' for a new place and plan your day. We have used these maps now for

Washington D.C., Boston, and Paris. The maps themselves won't replace an actual tour guide,

which I would almost always recommend when visiting someplace new, but they are a great

reference.

Excellent, easy to read tourist map!

Love this map, we buy these when ever available when we plan a trip to Europe. Lots of little tidbits

of information & restaurant ratings by price. The map is coated so no problem if it gets wet or dirty.

They are getting harder to find though, and they should really publish updated editions.

Excellent map. I had one for London and was impressed, so I got one for Paris! Points out the major

historical points not in an obnoxious way.

Great map and I love the cute design. It was helpful for my mom and I to visually plot out where we

wanted to go vs. using for more of a detailed look at the city streets (for that we used CityMaps2Go

phone app).

I buy these maps for every where I travel. Love them! Water proof, don't tear, tells you all the shops,

restaurants, hotels, etc that aren't on local tourist maps. Love!

I have previously purchased the Guidemaps for Florence and Rome and they were quite helpful.

This map of Paris does not contain sufficient street content to traverse the city. Really like that it is

tear-proof and water-proof, but just ended up using the free maps given out instead.

Great map with visuals of the major sights. Good to see stores, restaurants, and other venues that

are available in the different areas of the city you are visiting. This is such a big city with so much to

see. This gave me a better understanding of the basic layout. I added this to my library of other



Paris maps to use for reference.
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